Jayne Doucette. South Florida PBS on the program, especially Digital Assets Director, Arts & Sciences Emmy Awards announced the honor in December. The 2021 Suncoast Chapter of the National Academy of Television Sciences awarded a regional Emmy as a co-producer, along with Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution has been awarded a regional Emmy as a co-producer, along with Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution and the National Academy of Television Sciences for Changing Seas: “Alvin: Pioneer of the Deep.”

The First US Human-Operated Submersible Changed the Course of Oceanography - IEEE SPECTRUM

New Exhibition Reveals the Mysteries of the Ocean's Greatest Depths - THE ACADEMY OF NATURAL SCIENCES OF DREXEL UNIVERSITY

Two artists at sea inspired by Oceanography - OCEAN OBSERVATORY INITIATIVE

Questions, to help make future changes easier to achieve. If you have any comments or feedback, please get in touch.

The team is reviewing all aspects of the at-sea data pipeline to identify potential efficiencies that can be gained by standardizing operations. The team is also harmonizing data deliverables, formats, and policies while utilizing maintenance periods to establish cross-vehicle consistency. The team is devoting significant effort to modifying Sealog to improve usability and to streamline back-end components.